Out-of-the-box solutions are no longer enough.

Today’s need of the hour is to shorten product development cycles. With cloud computing and new technologies paving the way, our end-to-end development services help reduce the time-to-market by as much as 30%. Indium helps you meet stiff deadlines, customer demand and need for innovation. Indium Software’s team of full stack developers take care of end-to-end development of both the front and back end.
Product Development Services

- **Product Re-Engineering**
  - Architecture Analysis
  - Platform re-engineering
  - Performance analysis and tuning
  - Profiling & Monitoring

- **Product / Application Development**
  - Cloud and On-premise
  - Full Stack, MEAN Stack & MERN Stack
  - Technology Evaluation
  - Solution Architecture blueprint

- **Low Code Development**
  - Mendix
  - Alpha Software

- **Mobile App Development**
  - End-to-end mobile app development
  - Custom iOS/ Android OS Native app development
  - Cross platform development

- **Blockchain Solutions**
  - Blockchain Development
  - Protocol Research
  - ICO Platform Development

- **SaaS Enablement**
  - Architecture Analysis and Design
  - Migration strategy
  - On-Premise to SaaS migration
  - Deployment, Maintenance & Support

- **Legacy Migration**
  - Assessment and Planning
  - Database & Code migration to latest technology stack
  - Technology and Data migration

**Indium Advantage**

**End-to-End Digital Capability**
Our product development expertise leverages Big Data, Analytics, Data Visualization, Cloud, and IoT capabilities to provide integrated end-to-end services from Consulting, Solution Architecture, Design, Delivery, Optimization, and Maintenance.

**Shorter product development cycles & Agile Development Framework**
Deep engagement with the customer to understand the requirement, the objective and add value through our experience. Constant review for course correction and market relevance.

**Blockchain Expertise**
Over two years of expertise in Blockchain development including experience in platforms like Hyperledger and Ethereum.

**Complete Product Development**
Developers take care of end-to-end development of the layers like presentation layer or the front end; the business logic layer or the back end part that deals with data validation; and the database layer.

**Low Code Development Capability**
Indium is one of very limited set of service providers in Low code development platforms like Mendix & Alpha Software.
Technologies

UX/UI
AngularJS | Angular 6 | PHP | Laravel | Ionic | ReactJS | Bootstrap | Balsamic | Material UI | Angular Material | Primefaces | PrimeNG | MdBootstrap | Ruby on Rails | GO

Java Technologies
Core Java | Spring MVC | Micro Services | Hibernate | EJB | JPA | JSP | Struts | ReactJS | SOAP | RESTful | Node.js framework

Mobile
iOS - XCode | Objective C | Swift | AppKit | WatchKit | ARKit | Android - Java | Kotlin | Android Studio | Android NDK | Cross Platform - React native | Xamarin | Ionic | PhoneGap

Cloud
AWS - API and Lambda Services | EMR | Elasticsearch | RDS | Redshift | Kenisis | S3 | Azure - Blob | ML Studio | Azure Data Factory | Azure Data Lake | Google App Engine | Google APIs

Blockchain

Low Code Platforms
Mendix, Alpha Software

Domain Capabilities

Banking & Financial Services
Healthcare
eCommerce
Education
Technology